Smart & Motivating Partner for Rehabilitation

Integrated Volitional control Electrical Stimulator

Creation&Harmony
Company Profile

◇ Headquarters: Kyoto, JAPAN

◇ Employees: 336 (as of 2017)

<HISTORY>
1868 Shashin Kagaku Co., Ltd. established

1943 SCREEN Holdings Co., Ltd. established as a spin-off

2001 SK-Electronics Co., Ltd. established as a spin-off
Our business
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Top manufacture in the world!
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What is WILMO?

• Rehabilitation device for stroke patients.

• Wearable.

• Sense EMG and provides optimal stimulation.
Unique Feature

FES (Functional Electrical Stimulation system)  
- The electrical stimulation for rehabilitation

FES

Ex. WalkAide (USA)

WILMO (Advanced FES)

Improve their hand functions and restore noticeable amount of mobility
Future prospects and our aim

- Registered as Class II medical device last year.
- China, Taiwan, Korea, EU and USA are also targeting.
- Seek your feedback and opinions about WILMO so we can work to ensure that WILMO will be accepted in the US.

✓ Advanced FES
✓ Wearable
✓ Simple

I will move more/motivation
もっと身近に、もっと笑顔に

Creation&Harmony
SK-Electronics CO., LTD.

healthcare@sk-el.co.jp